The mechanical model of the system representing a ribbed pipe of ring like profile, formed by two surfaces of the coaxial cylindrical shells interacting with viscous incompressible liquid, the outer of which is geometrically irregular, and inner one is an absolutely rigid cylinder under the effect of the harmonic pressure pulsation at pipe ends is considered. The mathematical model of this system, consisting of differential equations in partial derivatives presenting dynamics of viscous incompressible liquid and an elastic ribbed shell together with boundary conditions is constructed. Expressions for amplitude frequency characteristics of outer geometrically irregular shell are discovered.
Introduction
The pipelines are one of basic elements in modern devices and various engineering constructions applied in aviation. Such devices are represented by pipelines of the hydraulic drive, cooling, greasing, fuel supply, dosing system, power cylinder and ram-type pairs [1] . The laminar movement study of viscous incompressible liquid in a thin layer had been carried out before [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In the present paper the pipeline system of ring like profile with elastic geometrically irregular outer shell of final length and absolutely rigid inner cylinder, interacting with pulsating viscous incompressible liquid under the effect of harmonically pressure pulsating at the exit and at the entrance with the purpose of defining and regulating oscillations of "shell-liquid" system is considered.
It is noteworthy, that the given problem is actual since pressure in a laminar flow of liquid can pulsate due to the operation of pumps. Liquid fluctuation leads to emergence of essential oscillations of pipeline systems. At resonance frequencies the walls velocities of the pipeline elastic shells will be maximum, and it can lead to ruptures and emergence of vibrational cavitation in a liquid. Gas bubbles bursting on walls, lead to pipeline walls damage and therefore to cavitation wear [9] .
Mathematical formulation
Let us consider the mechanical model presented on fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. The mechanical model
The outer shell is an elastic cylindrical geometrically irregular shell. The inner shell can be considered as absolutely rigid cylinder. Viscous incompressible liquid is placed between the indicated cylindrical shells. The radius outer ribbed shell medium surface equals R , and its thickness at the places, where without rigid ribs equals 0 h . The length of cylindrical shells l are equal, and elastic shifts of an outer ribbed shell are much less than the width  of the cylindrical slot. The liquid current is carried out under the pressure effect, depending on time. The width
of the ring crossed section cylindrical slot, formed by two shells, is less than outer radius 2 R of the inner shell and inner radius 1 R of an outer shell. The medium surface radius R is much larger than the width of an outer shell
. The shift at butt ends of the inner shell in relation to outer shell is absent. The temperature effects in system discussed above are not considered.
The movements of viscous incompressible liquid in coordinate system y r , , rigidly connected with the center of coordinates, are presented by NavierStokes equations and by continuity equation for an a axes symmetric case in a scalar state [10, 11] :
y -the coordinate along a symmetry axis Oy ; p -pressure of viscous incompressible liquid; in which the beginning is located in the center of the inner shell O ; t -time;  -kinematic coefficient of viscosity; r -distance from an axis Oy ;  -liquid density. The boundary conditions for cylindrical axes on impenetrable surface of outer and inner shells in a cylindrical clearance for equations system (1) are: The necessary requirements for pressure are given at mechanical system butt ends:
where
p -pressure at butt ends. The outer surface of a pipe outer shell represents geometrically irregular shell, having n of rigidity ribs which altitude changes stepwise. The ribs present outer frames. The strengthening of geometrically irregular shell at butt ends has free attaching [11] .
The dynamic equations of a ribbed shell based on Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, proceeding from the received Hamilton integral variational principle, in cylindrical axes at rotationally symmetric deformation are: 
The surface loading is presented by voltage which acts from a liquid side 
Conclusions
Thus, the mathematical model of the mechanical system consisting of two coaxial cylindrical shells of final length, with the free attaching at butt ends is constructed. The outer shell is geometrically irregular, and the inner one is an absolutely rigid cylinder. Viscous incompressible liquid between the shells is at pressure pulsating. Such model of the system considers the liquid movement inertias and elasticity of final length outer shell, having rigid ribs. The constructed model allowed to define the expressions for outer geometrically irregular shell amplitude frequency characteristics. The proposed model allows to choose optimal parameters, proceeding from the known frequency range of pressure pulsations and necessary parameters of wear hardness, at the stage of mechanisms projects.
